PUBLIC PROGRAMS DIVISION

CONSPIRACY FOR GREATNESS

A TWO DAY, STEP-BY-STEP COACHING AND GUIDANCE
FOR A PEACEFUL, EFFECTIVE AND FULFILLING LIFESTYLE

This program challenges the deeply-ingrained internal images and beliefs about yourself, others and how the world
works, so that you can dissolve the limiting thoughts and barriers. The “Conspiracy for Greatness” course shows us
just how powerful we are and how we can overcome limits we place on ourselves, our lives and our future.

You’ll tackle important questions, the
answers to which will help you break the
bonds of the limiting thoughts and actions
that affect you both personally and professionally, such as:

• How are you getting in your own way
and preventing yourself from becoming
who you really are?
• How do you allow your opinion to cloud
your relationships?
• In what ways do you judge others —
as well as judge yourself?
• How are you turning off the people
around you?
• Are you moving through life, because
you feel like you “have to,” or because
you “love to”?
• Do you have an inspired vision for your
life or is dragging your past behind you
slowing you down?

Call Primeco Education today and find out
how easy it is to build a strong, committed,
prosperous life!

27 North Main Street, Suite 202
Carbondale, Pennsylvania 18407
570-267-2406 • fax 570-300-2266
Info@PrimecoEducation.com
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In this powerful two-day course, we will
examine many different areas of our lives –
most importantly, those areas where we
have negatively impacted ourselves with
our own “conspiracy for smallness”.

PUBLIC PROGRAMS DIVISION

CONSPIRACY FOR GREATNESS

TOPICS - FIRST DAY

TOPICS - SECOND DAY

• We are on our own way - Setting up the journey
• How Do You Play in Life? - Opinion versus Possibility
• Internal Conversation - The Chatter that ties you down!
• Conspiracy for Suffering - Barriers to personal effectiveness
• Own your life results - Inspiration vs. Desperation

• Vision and Values - The forces that make things work!
• Integrity, Responsibility and Accountability Your source of power, magic and miracle
• Conspiracy for Greatness - Creating and inventing practices
that will support you
• Acknowledgment and Empowerment - Access to others’ greatness
• What does the rest of your life look like? - What is next?

Since I started coaching with Primeco, my productivity in my day-to-day life has increased, I am
more aware of how I impact people so that I can
create the type of relationships I desire. I see the
power, freedom and possibilities in front of me
that I never knew existed.
Susan Kim
Mental Health Professional - Encinitas, California

As a Captain for United Airlines and an elected leader
in the Air Line Pilots Association, my ability to lead
and accomplish what I am committed to have been
taken beyond the next level with coaching and consulting provided from Primeco Education.
Mark Bringhurst
United Airlines Captain - Temecula, California

Within a month of coaching I have established
my own practice that is growing with patients
beyond my target goals. I am committed to my
relationship which continues to grow and expand
beyond what I thought was possible. I am
absolutely fulfilled and happy with my professional and personal life.
Lydia Banuelos, M.D.
Pediatric Ophthalmologist - Tucson, Arizona
Call Primeco today and find out how easy it is to
build a strong, committed, prosperous team!

I’ve always operated from having it all together
and looking good…keeping every person in my life
at a distance. Primeco’s coaching continues to
open doors to the real me, and it not only empowers me to take on anything, powerfully… I’m left
fulfilled.
Cindy Gillen - Humanitarian Award Recipient
Executive Director - ASPIRE
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WHAT IS COACHING?

BENEFITS OF COACHING

• Professional coaching is a highly effective tool
for individuals and organizations.
• It is for people who choose to have their future
be here now instead of maybe, someday, if it’s
not too hard.
• It is for authentic, healthy, ambitious, brave
and open-minded people who strive for excellence.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase velocity and success.
Recapture your interests and passions.
Accomplish more in less time.
Stretch your imagination and self-expression.
Invent a vision and put it into practice.
Communicate directly and clearly.
Increase overall efficiency and effectiveness.
Fall in love with life again, and live it fully!
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I was cursed, but Primeco Education helped remove
the mystery of my results, and for the first time in my
life I could see the clear cause and effect of my
choices and beliefs. Primeco’s devotion to me, love
of life, their uncanny perception, and uncompromising focus became the hothouse where I would find
and reinvent myself.
Naomi Davis - Chicago, Illinois

